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as we will see below, although in Vatsyayana's Bhasya are there some points
which later Naiyayikas, such as Uddyotakara,

might have made use of and have

considered as the basis for developing their new logical theory, this does not
mean that he was aware of the division of anumana. All that we can say is
that some of the Vatsyayana's descriptions permitted later Naiyayikas to interpret them in accordance with their new logical theory.
While pararthanumana is performed in the process of stating pancavayavani,
svarthanumana

is not connected explicitly with them. But, looking into details,

we can sefely assert that svarthanumana
process of pancavayavani,

is performed

in accodance with the

even if only implicitly. In other words, svarthanu-

mana is connected with an implicit form of pancavayavani3).

This is also evi-

dent from the fact that anumana is defined as lingaparamarsa,

which is clearly

connected with the statement of the fourth avayava, upanaya.
Thus arguments on anumana changed into those on pancavayavani.
it would not be so unnatural

Therefore

that many modern scholars have regarded the

Naiyayika anumana as "a syllogism" or "a five-membered syllogism"4). However,
if we understand the Naiyayika system of logic in accordance with any such
an interpretation

at all, we will be confronted, when reading early Naiyayika

texts, with many strange descriptions.
2
[1] Gautama enumerated sixteen padarthas
with nigrahasthana

anumana is one of the four pramanas,
the first padartha.

starting from pramana and ending

(Sutra 1. 1. 1), and expounded them in the same order. As
it is expounded under the item pramana,

On the other hand, the pancavayavani

are expounded under

the item avayava (component or member), the seventh padartha.
definitions, for example, anumana is defined in the Sutra

As regards

1. 1. 5, and pancav-

ayavani in the Sutra 1. 1.32-39 ; that is, they are dealt with in quite different
places. This fact makes us suspect that they are ' in no relation to each other.
[2] The definition of anumana presented in the Sutra 1. 1. 5 is as follows:
atha tatpurvakam

trividham

anumanam purvavac
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ca. Vatsyayana in his Bhasya comments on these three kinds of anumana, juxtaposing two ways

of interpretation5).

Curiously enough,

Vatsyayana

does

not refer to any criterium according to which one of them be selected as the
orthodox, correct interpretation.

This leads to a general

notion

that

among

Naiyayikas by the time of Vatsyayana the original meaning of the three kinds
of anumana was already beyond the realm of their understanding.

It is also

curious that both Gautama and Vatsyayana do not mention anything in particular
other than the three kinds of anumana, and no references are found to pancavayavani. Some scholars have construed the three kinds of anumana as svarthanumana, but they have no clear evidence on this point.
Uddyotakara,

in his comment on Bhasya 1. 1. 5, summarized the three kinds

of anumana under the notion that they are nothing but "knowing Zingin from
Zinga", or nothing but Zingaparamarsa.

In other words, he neglected at the

last stage the difference between these three.
[31 As is well known, Vatsyayana identified each of the pancavayavani
each of the pramanas and the totality of the four pramanas.
pratijna

with

According to him,

(the first avayava) is agama, hetu (the second) is anumana, udaharana

(the third) is pratyaksa,

upanaya (the fourth) is upamana, and nigamana

(the

fifth) is a statement to show that the above four pramanas can be closely connected with one matter (artha); in other words, it is a synthesis of the four
pramanas (ad Satra 1. 1. 1). As Karl Potter has pointed out, in stating thus Vatsyana might have intended to demonstrate the appropriateness of "five (panca)"
in the pancavayavani,

but this idea was ignored by later Naiyayikas,

ensured "five" by emphasizing Zingaparamarsa

who

as connected with the fourth

avayava6).
Furthermore,

judging at least from the above passage, Vatsyayana's anum,7na

has relation positively only to the second avayava. This argument seems to be
quite different from that of later Naiyayikas, who advocated the division of
anumana into svarthanumana
and pararthanumana,
and are likely to have
amalgamatad anumana and pancavayavani.
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But, in another

place, Vatsyayana
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says, "This

is the most excellent

nya-
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ya (paramo nyayah)"9). The word "this" indicates pancavayavani
yavasamuha.

Thus nyaya is equal to pancavayavani.

or pan cava-

This notion was accepted

by later Naiyayikas. The content of all the published versions of the Sutra

is

divided into eighy-f our sections (prakaranas). This division follows directly that
of the Nyayasucinibandha

written by Vacaspatimisra.

with definitions of pancavayavani
prakarana.

A section which deals

(the Sutra 1.1.32-39) is named nyayalaksana-

In Navya Naiyayika texts, too, a section which deals with panca-

vayavani is named nyayaprakaranal0).
5
On the basis of [11 and [II] we can say that nyaya has the greatest power
in the field of argumentation
the form of paflcavayavani,
anumana

and is called "paramo

nyayah"

and, although all the pramanas

when it takes

partake

in nyaya,

is the core. From this f act we can assume that anumana, as the core

of paramo nyayah, was reinterpreted
Thus the Naiyayika

as pararthanumana

by later Naiyayikas.

theory of anumana has, in this sense, been maintained

almost unchanged11).
1) In the period between Vatsyayana and Uddyotakara there must have existed
those Naiyayikas who elaborated or criticized Vatsyayana's system of logic. Recent studies are gradually completing the picture of the period around Uddyotakara. Cf. E. Frauwallner, "Beitrage zur Geschichte des Nyaya. I: Jayanta and
seine Quellen", Wiener Zeitschrift far der Kunde des Morgenlandes, Vol. XLIV,
1937; E. Steinkellner, "Die Literatur des alteren Nyaya", Wiener Zeitschrift fur
die Kunde Sad -und -Ostasiens,Bd. 5, 1961; G. Oberhammer, "On the Sources in
Jayanta Bhatta and Uddyotakara", ibid., Bd. 6, 1962.
2) There remains a possibility that some pre-Dignaga logicians (Buddhists or Naiyayakas) had been preparing such a division, which Dignaga accepted. I am now
preparing another paper which deals with this possibility.
3) svartham svanumitihetuh/tatha hi/ svayam eva bhuyo bhuyo darsanena yatra
yatra dhumas tatragnir iti mahanasadau vyaptim grhitva parvatasamipam gatva
tadgate cagnau sandihanah parvate dhumam pasyan (hetu) vyaptim smarati yatra
dhumas tatragnir iti (-udaharana)/
tadanantaram vahnivyapyadhumavan ayam
parvata iti jnanam utpadyate (upanaya)/ayam
eva lingaparamarsa ity ueyate/
tasmat parvato vahniman iti jnanam anumitir utpadyate (-pratijna, nigarnana)/
tad etat svarthanumanam (Tarkasamgraha, ed. Athalye, 43)
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4)

The careless usage of the term "syllogism "which has developed in the Western
tradition of logic will be harmul for the study of Indian logic.
5) purvavat: 1. cause-effect,
2. to see one of the two things seen before-another
thing; sesavat: 1. effect-cause,
2. parisesa; samanyatodrsta:
1. to see the same
thing in different places in different moments-a transfer of that thing, 2. linga
lingin.
6)

K. Potter, Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, Vol. II: Nyaya Vaisesika, Delhi:
Motilal Banarsidass, 1977, p. 186.
7) anviksiki is one of the four vidyas, the Brahmanical orthodox traditions of
learning. The other three vidyas are: trayi (on the three Vedas), varta (on agriculture or commerce), dandaniti (on law or policy). Cf. Manusrnrti 7. 43, 12. 103.
sastras are also the Brahmanical traditions of learning: for example, dharmasastra, arthasastra.
8) Ad Sutra 1. 1. 1.
9) Loc. cit.
10) An explanation of nyaya in the nyayaprakarana of the Manikava is as follows:
animitir dvividha-svartha
parartha ca/ pararthanumitau nyayajanyah paramarsah
karanam//ucitaunpurvikapratijnadipancakasamudayo
nyayah/ tasya pratijnahetudaharanopanayanigamanani
avayavah// (ed. E. R. Sreekrishna Sarma, The Adyar
Library Series, Vol. 88, 1960, p. 44) (Inferential knowledge is of two kinds:
that which is for one's own sake, and that which is for others. Reflecting
consideration which originates from the nyaya is the cause of the inferential
knowledge which is for others. The nyaya is a collection of the five (components),
proposition, etc., which are arranged in the appropriate order. Its components
are: proposition, reason, example, application, conclusion.)
11) But later Naiyayikas must have felt it inconvenient that anumana and nyaya are
expounded in different places. Thus some of them dissolved the old system of
sixteen padarthas and reconstructed a new system, construing nyayaprakarana as
merely one component of anumanapariccheda.
(Lecturer, Hosei University)
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